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To Berlin,

GERMAN FIGURES FALL

Data Reveal That Diplomatic Intercourse Has Little

Bearing on Business.

By PITIRIM SOROKIN,

Professor of Sociology, University of Minnesota, and Former Private Secretary
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America, Now Second in List of Concessions, Existing

Mainly on Paper.

Of LITTLE VALUE NOW: LESS IN THE FUTURE

Will Be Resumed, Though

Prof. Sorokin, by Next

Russian Regime.

If the optimism of the advocates of American recognition

is justified, it is perhaps inevitable. In any case, it is

recognized that American recognition would be a

significant step in the direction of improving the

situation in Russia, and it is hoped that it would

lead to better relations between the two countries.
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The President, therefore, is of the opinion that American

recognition is a step in the right direction and that

it is possible that it will lead to better relations

between the two countries.
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